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Big Data
Data

informa-

-

Data
decisions for the succesful provision of the
most popular Internet services
-

.

1

2

In 2013

-

a handful of companies have been able to make
use of the changes in scale and the para-

a priori

-

3

Big Data
Big Data: changes in scale and paradigm

.
The extraordinary success of these “Digital dragons”
provoking
fear of dominant
prospect of new
vision

-

moving progressively towards Data-driven
management
Big Data

the growing

1- These two terms, data and Data, are used as synonyms in the pages that follow
2- A numeric matrix (or table) makes it possible to represent data digitally using a graph, which is itself a mathematical modelling of links that may exist between digital data, either explicitly, for hyperlinks between web documents,
or implicitly, theoretically or hypothetically, for correlations, analogies or semantic distances detected by quantitative
analysis algorithms (statistics) or pattern recognition algorithms (artificial intelligence)
3- Data is inter-linked by explicit relationships (hypertext links) or hidden relationships (statistical correlations)
4- As of end-2012, there were more than one billion users each for Google and Facebook, more than 900 million for
Microsoft, more than 700 million each for Yahoo! and Tencent QQ, more than 600 million each for Apple, Baidu and
Amazon...
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An emerging market, but one that is
The global market for Big Data
ted at

-

.

In 2013, the public sector, telecoms, the
entertainment industries and the media
use of Big Data10

-

-

Big Data
recorded music industry

-

two markets will be reversed7

-

Big Data

.

A handful of “dragons” alrea.

Big Data

8

Owning a Big Data infrastructure is truly
vital today only for a very small number
of companies worldwide
industry is now focusing on developing
Data.
,
-

Apple

de facto standard
new rules of the game for

online music

5- Source: Transparency Market Research - «Big Data Market - Global Scenario, Trends, Industry Analysis, Size, Share
and Forecast 2012 – 2018”
6- The global market for Big Data was estimated at 100 million dollars in 2009. 2009 estimate and 2018 forecast:
Deloitte
7- Revenues of the recorded music industry in 2012: 16.5 billion dollars, 34% of which is generated by the digital
segment of the industry. Source: IFPI
8- Sources for the figures in this paragraph: Talend, Gartner Group and Deloitte
9- Between 2008 and 2012, U.S. venture capital invested more than 5 billion dollars in Big Data start-ups through
more than 500 funding rounds (source: Dow Jones VentureSource). Between 2011 and 2012, these investments
totalled 1.39 billion dollars (source: CB Insight / Orrick)
10- The Early Followers, compared to the digital pioneers who showed the way
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Google

-

players tend to mutually adopt the rules
of the game that are imposed by the other
players, as these rules appear to corres-

.

These two players
have the opportunity not

-

the game ad libitum

.

Knowledge Graph
11

-

Google defor 57% of smartphones in use worldwide
. For

.

nature of the Internet no longer applies

The data infrastructures deployed by the
-

all culture-related
industries must therefore prepare, in the
coming years, to become the customers
of these dragons or, for some companies,
their followers
-

Big Data
votes

12

, the dominant

13
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11- The first questions that Google Knowledge Graph made it possible to answer directly were questions related to
places, personalities, works of art, etc.
12- Symbolically, each click can be thought of as a vote (for a page, a document, or an advertisement). This “bold”
vision can begin to make sense when it becomes possible to analyse a user’s entire digital journey (all of the clicks
and actions that take place online, on his or her mobile, via connected objects, etc.)
13- This approach, known as “test-and-learn”, is presented by the digital leaders as a form of “democracy”. However, it could also be seen as an “irresistible” marketing tool to encourage consumers to adopt the rules of the game
en masse where they are unaware of the overall implications
14- The rule of the game adopted by Facebook is the opt-out (the user must state that he or she does not want their
personal information used in Facebook ads), and not the opt-in, according to which Facebook must first ask users
for their permission to use their public data in its advertising
15- Source: ABI Research, Q1 2013 and IDC, August 2013
16- Source: GlobalWebIndex, Q4 2012
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2013: the new Data paradigms

variety
-

the one hand to the mobile Internet and
on the other to the social web17
services

-

from
Management19

to Data-Driven

and a mass custo-

de facto stanvideos on the Internet.

rental business based on Data
Pandora
Big Data para-

movement towards accedata
more and more dynamic18,
in every industry, digito
digital convergence between cultural services and services related to town planning, health, the

future changes of scale

-

Zynga20
link game design and business models21
emerging standard,
22

the number of connected objects that

17- Essentially the social networks
18- Information is dynamic in the sense that its value is always calculated “on-demand”, like a Twitter feed, or in the
sense that the information is ephemeral, such as streaming audio or video
19- Data-Driven Management
20- Zynga is the global leader in connected gaming (see Farmville on Facebook, for example)
21- Business models
22- EA: Publisher of the video games Battlefield and FIFA 2012, whose model is transitioning from selling licences (a
traditional business now in decline) to selling online services (a business currently in a growth phase)
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industrial use of Data
EA
all of its processes. For
-

-

-

Data

Big
-

with technology partners will not be
enough in the long term unless it is accompanied by synergies with other partners
in the cultural or connected ecosystems.
-

is not necessarily guaranteed

-

Drawing on related sectors, such as Tourism
Big Data, Big Culture? Can Data catalyse the
economic growth of Culture?

Big Data
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Atout France, in
lar with foreign tourists, based on photo
sharing on social networks

Data, catalyst for synergies between sectors
My Magic Plus,
-

Orange
ence and movements of visitors to the
data collected
from their mobile phones
extract the meaning hidden in the data to

data generated

-

,

23

.

-

-

Big Data
-

23- Domestic tourism consumption
24- Key figures for tourism in 2012 - DGCIS http://www.dgcis.gouv.fr/etudes-et-statistiques/statistiques-tourisme/
donnees-cles/chiffres-cles
25- Crowdsourcing data consists of getting users to generate raw data directly by engaging them in participatory,
community and social mechanisms.
26- http://www.yelp.fr/
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27

: the ideal ecosystem for a Big
Data approach for culture
Smart City

-

Smart City

-

deployment of
technological infrastructures is no longer
the main source of convergence between
sectors

Big Data
The Smart Santander
City

Big Data

Data, DNA and digital convergence

Smart
-

Now, Data is the vector for these types of

28

Data-driven management

Smart City
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27- With the help of technical players such as telecommunications operators, for example
28- Nearly 20,000 sensors cover the city centre, connected to a centralised information system

data,
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new business models

-

Da-

ta-driven management

the data

-

new uses,

Big Data
Smart Cites

-

-

We Are Data,
-

In a Smart City

social games30

ment and ingenuity32 to imagine and expe31

29- This does not require the sharing of competitive information; only public or semi-public data that could be of
interest to partners or for related activities, which are not part of the entity’s core business.
30- In the sense of social games (collective entertainment) and in the sense of games with a civic focus (Smart City
project)
31- Such as that of Zynga and Electronic Arts, described in detail in the full study
32- based on the strategies implemented by the players, and the development scenarios that result
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